




When inde�nitely imprisoned high atop a 
towering castle complex, escape is the only 
option for survival and redemption. But few 

scoundrels will survive the Drop and live to tell 
the tale. The dungeons are rife with traps, 

monsters, and sinister secrets, awaiting the next 
unlucky Delver.

Delver's Drop is a 2D Action RPG with �uid 
physics-based movement, snappy combat, 
shifting dungeons, and a rogue's gallery of 

individually leveled character classes. With an 
emphasis on mystery and dynamic gameplay 
experiences, the game features randomization 

for in�nite replay, enigmatic puzzle 
permutations to unravel, multiple narrative 
paths, customizable character growth, and 

layers of secrets to unearth.
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part i: 
Characters and 

Class Mechanics
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starting out

The classes of miscreants in Delver’s Drop are all locked 
up in jail at the top of the dungeon. When you begin the 
game, you will pick one class whose cell the gaoler will 
open — letting one character out. 

You will then take that character to the Drop, a giant hole 
that tunnels down into the dungeons. Fortunately the 
jailers are constantly capturing new recruits, so you'll have 
plenty of prisoners to lead to their death. Or lead to their 
escape with fame and riches or whatever. But probably 
death.

Oh, and you won’t start with any decent weapons right 
away. You’ll have to �nd those as you go. But before you 
jump to your demise, you can purchase some items from 
the Jail’s armory. The inventory will be somewhat random, 
but you can improve its stock as you play.
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character classes

The character classes come from ancient adventuring 
guilds with their own specialized abilities and tactics. 
Several factors will differentiate each class from the others:

Stats. like amount of health and number of shields 
they can carry.

Their own specialized primary weapon.

Physics and movement properties such as 
acceleration, top speed, mass, and traction.

A unique perk tree.

Special Ability speci�c to that class.

Each class will also have their own backstory, related both 
to the character(s) and their respective guild. The more 
the player uses a class (and plays through multiple levels 
with them), the more they will learn about their 
mostly-infamous history. And each time you play, your 
new character will have a randomly chosen name since, 
you know, the last guy you were playing as died. Some of 
these names will be contributed by Kickstarter backers! 
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player actions

So what do you do once you drop a character down into 
the dungeon? These are the basic controls, with their 
default mapping on an X-Box 360 controller. We will also 
have (customizable) keyboard control, PS3 controller 
support, etc.

Movement: Analog Stick / D-Pad. You run 
around and stuff! Some characters might also �oat, 
slide, or prance, but it will always occur in the 
direction you’re pressing.

Primary Action / Attack: A Button. This is your 
primary action button, used for attacking enemies 
and opening treasure chests. You might also open 
doors and things, but mostly you’ll just smack stuff 
with a weapon.

Swap Sub-Item: L / R Triggers. You can cycle 
through a queue of 5 secondary items, putting a 
different one into the active slot for use. These will 
also be accessible with keyboard numbers 1-5 for 
those who want that option!

Use Sub-Item: X Button. Throw bombs, quaff 
potions, open spell books... this action uses 
whichever item is in the active slot!

Special Class Ability: Y Button. This is your 
trump card, your super move, your perk activation 
command. It will be wildly different per class!
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character stats

Here are your points, variables, specs, and meters you'll 
see on screen and in your stat menu. All the fun stuff that 
number-crunching part of your brain expects in an RPG!

Health (HP): Each time you take a hit, you lose a 
heart... and when you run out of hearts your character 
will die.

Shields: Shields stack over your hearts, and take 
damage �rst. You will only lose hearts if all Shields 
have been depleted.

Coins: You can pick up money in a few 
denominations of coins, and use it to buy items in 
shops.

Experience (XP): You will gain experience points 
by killing enemies, solving puzzles, opening treasure 
chests, etc. These contribute to your level when they 
reach the required point value.

Level: As you level up, you will �nd slightly better 
loot, and for each level you will put one point into your 
perk tree.

Perk Trees: A set of skills and bonuses that are 
applied to abilities. You can upgrade these as you 
progress.

Special Ability Meter: Each class has its own 
special move, which can be used when this meter is 
full.
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class leveling

As the player defeats enemies and performs other 
actions, they will gain XP. This will contribute to the class' 
level, and this level is persistent for the class regardless of 
individual character deaths. This is what we're calling 
"semi-permadeath” — when the player dies, they will lose 
their currently carried items (and possibly some gold), 
and the dungeon level they are in will re-randomize 
causing some progress to be lost. However, you will keep 
any XP and levels earned.

Leveling in Delver's Drop does not increase the 
character's base stats (health, attack power, etc), since we 
want to keep the stats consistent in the vein of other 
classic Action RPGs. We're trying to really emphasize 
player skill and mastery of the gameplay while avoiding 
any form of grinding, either for XP or loot. But leveling 
does offer other bonuses, such as more interesting 
weapons that can be equipped or purchased, and more 
importantly it lets you upgrade or re-spec your perks for 
that class!
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perk trees

When you level up, you will be able to upgrade or alter 
one of several perks for your chosen class on their skill 
tree. 

The trees will usually have the following 3 branches for a 
given class, granting improvements to:

1. Innate perks or passive abilities. 
Examples: �nd rarer items, move faster, have a 
chance of “dodging” projectiles.

2. The character's standard weapon attack. 
Examples: additional range, sweep, knockback.

3. Class-specific special ability. 
Examples: increased power, elemental attributes.
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special abilities

Each class has a special ability that can be activated once 
their special meter has fully charged. A class’ ability and 
method of charging the meter will be unique. 

Abilities may range from defensive to offensive to 
navigational. The method of charging the meter will vary 
widely — from collecting gold to killing enemies to 
running a certain distance.

We will design each ability to suit the given class' play 
style, and players can use the special move to amp them 
up at the right moments, escape tight situations, or just 
blaze through opposition. 

From continuous wand blasts to stealth spells or giant 
area-of-effect carnage, these moves are your ticket to 
victory. Remember to ne-tune them via your perk tree!
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shield bashing

Every class in the game can carry shields, though the 
maximum amount they carry may differ. Whenever the 
player is shielded, damage will be absorbed by the 
shield, which is then destroyed. This protects the player 
from losing hearts.

However, shield loss has a secondary function: it can be 
used to knock back and even damage enemies. If the 
player comes in contact with an enemy when shielded, 
the enemy will be knocked back as if attacked. Though 
the player will lose the shield, they may also deal damage 
to their opponent. This can be used to defeat enemies 
when no items are available, or to attack some enemies 
that may be impervious to normal weapons.

We want players to rely on their speed and momentum, 
and encourage the idea of sometimes just tackling 
enemies when there is no other option. Sure you’re 
sacri�cing some shielding, but it might be worth it to 
knock that nasty monster into the spikes right behind 
them, or punt them down a bottomless pit. And shield 
fragment pick-up items will be much more common than 
heart-healing items, so they can be replenished easily.



part ii: 
Items and Dungeons

So get ready for a ton of info about loot, weapons, 
randomization, puzzles, and more!
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equipment

The player can equip several types items, weapons, and 
wearables that occupy their own equipment slots.

Primary weapon for the class type: Will be 
re�ected on the animated in-game character.

Wearables: The player can equip things like boots, 
belts, and other clothing that may alter their 
movement or physics.

Shield Modifiers: These alter how your shield (and 
shield bashing) function.

Accessory or Relic: Like rings and amulets. 
Typically improve the class's perks / skill tree.

Up to 5 Sub-Items: Including bombs, expendable 
wands, potions, etc. Some can be used indenitely, 
but most are limited use.

Since we are going with a no-grind approach, a skilled 
player could complete the game with the lowest level 
items, or by only using sub-items. We might even offer 
achievements for doing this! But choosing a loadout is 
always fun, and gearing up allows you to customize, and 
improve your perks and abilities.
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class weapons

Each class has a particular weapon type that is unique to 
them. The Rogue, for instance, uses short swords. But 
each weapon will come in a large variety of 
randomly-spawned and randomly-generated iterations. 
Since we don’t want to create an “arms race” of 
incremental weapon power increases, these weapons will 
feature the following combinations of parameters:

Range: How far the weapon will reach, or the 
distance a shot will �re before dissipating.

Sweep / Spread: How wide a sword slash will 
cover, or how large of an area a hammer strike will 
affect, and so on.

Speed Stats: Includes wind-up, speed, and 
recharge. How long the charge up lasts before an 
attack; how fast a weapon slashes (or its projectile 
�res); and then after an attack, how quickly the 
character “reloads” or is prepped for the next attack.

Knockback: How hard the weapon knocks enemies 
or objects backward on impact.

Elemental / Special Properties: Some weapons 
may have a percentage chance of causing elemental 
damage, or other unique effects. Want a sword that 
causes explosions like it has as freakin’ stick of 
dynamite on the blade? We thought so.
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random drops

When you start a new character, you will have no items, 
weapons, or equipment! A bit of �imsy shield is all you 
get. You’ll have to learn to survive in the dungeon with that 
shield and your wits... until you �nd a randomly dropped 
item or three.

These items will be discovered in treasure chests, in piles 
of rubble and refuse, or by killing enemies. Some will be 
speci�cally designed rare items, while others will have 
some randomized properties for variety. We won't have 
fully randomized generation to the degree of Diablo or 
Torchlight. But we will offer a large variety through stat 
variance. And the more unique items will spawn both on 
lower dungeon levels, and based on the higher level your 
character class is!

You will also randomly �nd Secondary Items that go in 
your usable item slots. These will be generated based on 
what you might need in the current dungeon... or they 
may be generated for no reason at all. But you should �nd 
a way to use them anyway!
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You can hold 5 Secondary Items in your Sub-Item queue. 
These are almost always expendable, and will display the 
number of uses in the interface. One item will always be 
in the “active” slot, and can be activated or used by 
pressing the X Button. You can “rotate” the queue with the 
controller triggers, sliding the active item left and right to 
swap it for another.

You may drop a currently carried item if you don’t have an 
available slot and you want to pick up a new item. Or if 
you expend all of an item’s limited uses... poof, it’s gone. 
These randomly dropped, limited-use items will keep the 
player on their toes. You’ll have to conserve your 
"ammunition," constantly altering your strategy based on 
what’s available.

Something you’re probably wondering: What if you �nd a 
weapon that isn’t meant for your class? Good news: you 
can still use it, but they will usually be limited use. So a 
Rogue can use a Sorcerer-style wand, but since that isn’t 
their specialty, they can only use it a few times before 
breaking it. Wands are delicate like that. Or maybe rogues 
are clumsy. So stick with your primary weapon for most 
attacks, but swap out for a secondary weapon from 
another class when you need to!

Some items will also affect the player instantly, like a 
power-up. This will keep the pace fast and give a lot of 
unpredictable variety, while also keeping your equipment 
streamlined.

secondary items
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resourcefulness

We want it to feel like a true dungeon dive: If you were in 
an ancient labyrinth, you wouldn't always �nd the exact 
tool you needed at every turn. So we want players to be 
inventive with what they do �nd. Remember that your 
items are (usually) limited in use, and since death is 
semi-permanent... you only have one shot with the items 
you've got. So sometimes it's worth it to use up an item to 
get out of a tight spot.

We're designing the game so that there won't always be a 
single tool for a single problem, and some items have 
unexpected results. Players will have to use items in 
spontaneous and inventive ways, or leave behind a 
favorite item because it won't work in the current situation. 
So in other words: be cautious, but be inventive and take a 
few risks!

And if you have to throw that rare Rune Tome across the 
room to kill a minor baddy... well, it’s probably better that 
than dying.

We're also developing some more mysterious item 
functions, meaning you won't always know exactly what an 
item does until you use it for the �rst time. Some items 
may have unintended side effects or passive properties 
when in your inventory. You’ll have to discover these 
properties as you go! Think of it like unidenti�ed items in 
a Roguelike - sometimes you have to try the item out and 
see what happens.
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dungeon randomization

We will be creating a large number of hand-crafted rooms 
ranging from horde-combat arenas to mind-melting 
puzzle areas. These rooms will contain internal random 
generation, including random placement of crates (and 
their contents), a random number and type of enemies, as 
well as placement of other obstacles or traps.

But the primary randomization will occur when a 
dungeon level is generated, by combining a set of rooms 
from our existing pool of designs, and using algorithms to 
structure them into a continuous dungeon with 
meta-puzzles and interesting navigation.

So for example, keys will be generated in some rooms 
that unlock doors elsewhere in the dungeon — and this 
process of key / locked door generation is dynamically 
generated when a dungeon is created by the game. The 
layout of the �oor, the rooms in the �oor, and how you  nd 
your way through the �oor will be different every time you 
die and replay it.
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dungeon puzzles

We are also adding overarching dungeon navigation 
puzzles to the mix by allowing the player to manipulate 
the structure of some dungeon levels. In the story behind 
the Drop, the dungeon system you're exploring moves 
and changes based on mechanics within the mountain 
that it’s built into. 

Since these rooms move and the �oor is randomized after 
a character dies, it makes sense that occasionally the 
player would be able to �nd a switch or other mechanic 
to alter the layout from within the dungeon.

What if you found magical keys that generated a different 
room on the other side of a door every time you changed 
keys? You’ll have to use a key on different doors to 
navigate through them, �nd other magical keys, 
backtrack, and then swap the keys to different doors to 
change the room layout, therefore changing the pathway 
through the dungeon. 

Yeah, that probably didn’t make much sense in text form... 
but that’s what puzzles are all about!

We will introduce different mechanics in different zones, 
so that dungeon navigation itself becomes a progressively 
puzzling endeavor.
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dead delvers

So yeah, expect to die a bit. But don’t worry! Like we 
mentioned a few times, the game has “semi-permadeath.” 
So you lose a little progress, the current dungeon level 
re-randomizes, and you lose whatever items you were 
carrying. So you just try, try again. Pretty easy right?

What we haven’t told you is that whenever you die, and 
depending on how you die, you may create a greater 
challenge to contend with. 

Dead adventurers might, just maybe, usually, 
unfortunately...come back as super dangerous 
undead skeleton warriors with their last 
carried weapon. 

So every time you drop down after a failure, you’ll have to 
be wary of an undead version of your previous character 
incarnation.

Oh, and what if you pick a character and decide that they 
really suck for the current dungeon level? Well you could 
just jump off a cliff. Or...you could use a “suicide booth” 
(well, really an iron maiden) near the Drop entrance.

The bene�ts of this are that you can collect all of your 
currently carried items...but you’ll generate a particularly 
nasty skeleton to contend with later. That’s a huge risk, but 
it might be worth it to keep your items or swap your class!
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the drop

The Drop is sealed at each level, preventing you from 
moving on to the next zone below. But as you progress 
you’ll solve puzzles, defeat bosses, and move 
mechanisms in the dungeons to open the Drop.

Even if you die after a level has been unsealed, you can 
drop from the Jail at the top of the dungeon down to the 
last unsealed area. But of course that level will have been 
re-randomized, possibly leaving a few previous rooms, 
but mostly exchanging them for new ones. Just remember 
that if you die, you’ve just set loose a killer undead 
warrior, so the level just got harder!

If you die too many times, the Drop will eventually 
re-seal itself, causing your progress to 
backslide. 

You then have to replay the previous level to unlock the 
Drop again. You can also manually reset a level by using 
mechanisms in the Jail to seal the drop, totally 
randomizing the level and removing any undead 
adventurers plaguing it. 

But you can’t undo this action! You’ll have to just play the 
previous level again to unlock the Drop seal that you just 
closed.



part iii: 
Extended Play

In other words, how or why will you keep playing this 
game? Even after you’ve beaten it? Or even after you’ve 

uncovered its deeper secrets? 

On to replay, narrative, level caps, and all the reasons 
you’ll delve for years!
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the end?

The story in Delver’s Drop is probably familiar to you by 
now — you’re a ne’er-do-well, scoundrel, a miscreant, 
whatever. You’ve been imprisoned unjustly, or maybe 
sorta justly. 

You probably deserve it, if we’re really honest 
with ourselves. 

So you’re set “free”, with the big caveat of being stuck in a 
giant deadly maze where you have to jump down a hole 
called the Drop to progress. And you just want to  nd your 
way out, right?

As it turns out, there is more to the Drop than  ghting 
toward the exit and collecting some treasure along the 
way. There are bigger things happening than just the 
life-and-death struggle of a prisoner trying to  nd their 
way out of a mountain dungeon complex. Much bigger 
things.

So what do you do with your altruistic bent toward  ghting 
the good  ght,  nding all the secrets, freeing the 
prisoners, and generally becoming a hero? Well you’ll 
probably just die a lot, until you learn to survive. But if you 
happen to die less often, or you really don’t mind the 
prospect of death, these are amazing adventures and 
achievements in store for you.
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narrative

The narrative will be communicated in several ways: 
environmental ambience; secret tomes, tablets, and 
messages; player character monologue and non-player 
character (NPC) dialog. The story will be revealed 
organically, based on the random generation of levels, 
items, and NPCs, as well as how / when / where the player 
encounters these elements.

These will be conveyed through text boxes that pop up 
naturally in the game space, and fade from view when you 
move the character away. No game-pausing dialog boxes 
where you button-mashing through walls of text! Think 
Chrono Trigger, but even more ambient.

The game won’t be chatty — you can even ignore or walk 
away from NPCs or objects who will promptly shut up and 
allow you to go about your business. We do, however, 
want to convey a lot of interesting story fragments, so the 
player characters will react to events and objects, 
enemies will spout the occasional babble, and even the 
walls themselves may talk...

Each class will have unique dialog that �ts their character, 
which means that you’ll have to play the game with all of 
them to see their unique points of view and get their 
entire background story. We will also pepper the levels 
with clues and books for them to �nd that will also reveal 
more about the overarching narrative. NPCs will play 
heavily into this as well, as they pass along legends and 
rumors about the Drop and its inhabitants.
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Since each character’s backstory will be slowly revealed 
across multiple zones, this is a huge motivator for replay. 

So while you can swap classes at any time, those who 
want the full story may prefer to play the game through 
multiple times with a different character for each run.

We’re also going to have a number of alternate endings 
depending on how you play, how many secrets you 
uncover, and how many of the Drop’s magically-ensnared 
prisoners you interact with.

We may also offer a “New Game Plus” story mode with a 
completely alternate narrative path — but only if the 
higher Stretch Goals are reached!

Beyond the story elements in the main campaign and our 
myriad of alternate modes, here are a few additional 
motivating factors to play the game through multiple 
times:

replay
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Randomization! Every time you play, you’ll see a 
totally different set of dungeons. The variety of 
dungeon layouts is truly in�nite.

Unlockables: Some Classes and many items will 
have requirements that must be met before they can 
be found.

Maxing out Characters: You’ll want to level up 
every class to their full potential to experience the 
extent of their powers.

Achievements: We will have a lot of in-game 
achievements, ranging from the unusual to the 
mundane to the insanely eccentric.

Completion: We’ll have a percentage completion 
stat, which will show you how many of these item’s 
you’ve uncovered overall.

You can only truly complete the game to 100% if you �nd 
every item and weapon, kill every enemy at least once, 
uncover all of the endings, max out all characters, and �nd 
all the secrets. This will be a massive endeavor for most 
players!

replay
continued
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player actions

You will eventually reach the limit of your perk tree, but 
that’s not the end — we will have a very high level cap. 

So, why should you keep leveling up? 

For one, increasing your level also increases the 
likelihood that you will �nd rarer loot. Secondly, we want 
to give the player the �exibility to re-spec and alter the 
branches of the perk tree. This allows you to try out 
another path — for instance swapping your special 
ability’s �re elemental modi�er for an ice modi�er.

We will include at least one secret character class (more if 
we reach Stretch Goal expansions), and some classes that 
you have to unlock before they are playable. Some will be 
easy to unlock — either unlocked by time played or 
zones completed — while others will be story based or 
hidden in secrets wrapped in enigmatic bundles of 
mystery.

We will also have a very special version of each class that 
you can unlock if you both max out that character’s level / 
perk tree, and complete the story (and/or other 
requirements) with that character.

 Think of this as a “New Game Plus” mode for an 
individual class, giving them new or different abilities 
while adding challenge.
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achievements

We’ll be offering in-game achievements, and will try to 
support as many external achievement systems as 
possible. For instance, Steam Achievements.

We’ll have a wide variety of stats that are tracked and 
achievements that you’ll gain through extended play or by 
doing fun and crazy things in the game. Here are a few 
random examples:

Kill every enemy in the game at least once.

Kill certain enemies a certain number of times.

Find a complete “set” of items.

Find all the unique items in the game.

Find every secret vault.

Carry a useless item from the top of the Drop all the 
way to the bottom.

Hit 10 spiders with costly magical tomes!

Because of the near-endless replay possibilities, we want 
to offer a robust system for meta-gameplay enjoyment!
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